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NEW ZEALAND TRANSPORT AGENCY
SH1 REGHOM 11 RP3582/3.92 TO RP3582/11
CHRISTCHURCH SOUTHERN MOTORWAY STAGE 2
TYPICAL DRAINAGE DETAILS - SHEET 3 OF 5
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION ON CONTROL STRING MCA0

SCALE HORIZ=1:2000 VERT=1:100 @ A1

LEGEND

- EXISTING GROUND
- DESIGN ROAD CENTRELINE
- DESIGN SWALE INVERT LEVEL (LEFT & RIGHT)
- SWALE IMITATION (2.3m)
- AVERAGE GROUNDWATER LEVEL JAN '11 (OBSERVED)
- ASSUMED HIGH GROUNDWATER LEVEL (INCL. CENTRAL PLAINS WATER ALLOWANCE)
- 1m CLEARANCE FROM HIGH WATER TABLE
- 50% PREDICTED GROUNDWATER LEVEL (INCL. CENTRAL PLAINS WATER ALLOWANCE)
- MAX GROUNDWATER PROFILE WITH LOWERING STRATEGY IN PLACE. I.E. GROUNDWATER PROFILE WITH PUMPING TO MAX EXTRACTION RATE OF 100l/s
- GROUND WATER PROFILE WITH GROUND WATER LOWERING STRATEGY IN PLACE. I.E. INTERCEPT GROUND WATER AND DIVERT TO UPPER KNIGHTS STREAM

* SYMBOLS REFERENCED ARE DIAGRAMMATIC ONLY AND NOT TO SCALE
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NEW ZEALAND TRANSPORT AGENCY
SH1 REGION 11 RP355/3.92 TO RP365/2.11
MAIN SOUTH ROAD FOUR LANEING
GROUNDWATER LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS
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